Date: 30.07.2017

NOTIFICATION
Sub: Revised process for conduct of second extended round for
Engineering courses

Complying with the orders of the Hon’ble Admission Overseeing Committee
to conduct an extended second round of counseling for the candidates who
are otherwise out of reckoning, COMEDK vide its notification dtd.
28.07.2017 had prescribed the process and announced the schedule for the
said conduct of extended second round of counseling.
Now, citing innumerable representations and appeals received from the
parents and their wards the Committee is of the opinion that this process
would lead to a situation where less meritorious candidates who have
opportunity of exercising their option in concerning those seats even though
those seats ought to have rightfully gone to students who have opted for the
same in the first place but have given no option to upgrade and seek
allotment of those seats and has directed the COMEDK to throw open the
option also to the students who have already accepted the allotment at the
second round to upgrade and extended the time till 5th August 2017 for
COMEDK to carry out this exercise.
Following the directions of the Hon’ble Admission Overseeing Committee,
COMEDK withdraws its earlier process for conduct of second extended
round and will continue the process followed for second round for upgrading
the seats in extended round also. In view of the above, it is hereby informed
that all the candidates who have participated in second round counseling
are made eligible to participate in extended second round and the allotment
will be made based on the options already made by them which will be as
follows:

1) The candidates who were under upgrade option during 2nd Round
(whether accept & upgrade or reject & upgrade) they will have option
to reorder, delete or add a new option, not exceeding the number of
options entered above the seat allotted to them. In case of any upgradation for the candidates who are holding a seat, the earlier
allotted seat automatically gets cancelled and will be allotted to other
candidates based on merit. In such situation, the tuition fee paid by
these candidates will be adjusted to the newly allotted college.
2) The candidates who have not been allotted any seats in Round 2, they
will not have any limit for entering options. If these candidates get an
allotment, these candidates have to pay the entire tuition fee at college
level since there is shortage of time.

Please note ,the allotment for this round will be purely based on general
merit seats as notified in COMEDK website as on 28th July 2017.
Keeping in view the paucity of time, the candidates who are allotted a seat in
the second extended round of counseling are required to report to the
allotted college on or before 7th August 2017 for document verification and
complete the admission formalities.
The schedule and procedure for the extended round will be published on
COMEDK website by evening of 31st July 2017 and the candidates are
required to refer to the COMEDK website www.comedk.org for all updates.

Sd/Executive Secretary, COMEDK

